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Abstract
North Africa is notable for the remarkable stability of its p olitical systems
desp ite the increasingly hostile social and economic environment in which
they op erate. In p art this results from their current security engagement
with Europ e but more imp ortant, p erhap s, is the shared p olitical culture

that informs them desp ite the great differences between them and their
failure to fulfill the p rincip les up on which they were, for the most p art,
founded. This is, in p art, typ ified by the very similar mechanisms they have
each develop ed to ensure p olitical continuity, based either on monarchical
succession or dynastic rep ublicanism. It is less clear, however, that they will
be able to resist the most recent challenges arising from Islamist social
movements, although the new p olitical disp ensations that might emerge
may not be so very different from their p redecessors.
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